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Abstract - To provide Security for the Big Data informat
ion management usually involves three basic tasks: inform
ation gathering, information processing, and information
storing. In order to provide different types of computing se
rvices for information management and big data analysis.
Information security for smart grids is very important sinc
e much of the information in smart grids is sensitive and n
eeds to be strictly protected. Confidential data is not preve
nt from eavesdropping. In this work proposed idea is Smar
t Frame, our basic idea is to build the framework at three
hierarchical levels: top, regional, and end user levels in whi
ch the first two levels consist of cloud computing centers w
hile the last level contains end-user smart devices. In this
work private key Generator is used to provide master key f
or the above given hierarchical level. Each entity will send
confidential data to the entity which is only one-level high
er. That is, the end-users send confidential data to the entit
ies in the regional cloud only. Similarly entities in the regio
nal cloud can send confidential data to the top cloud only.
In addition to this general framework, a security solution i
s provided which is based on identity-based encryption (IB
E), signature and identity-based proxy re-encryption. So o
ur present Smart grids, which provides not only flexibility
and scalability but also security features. Our proposed wo
rk is concentrated for storage. The top cloud stored data fo
r cloud storage server on LZ compression technique which
is used to compressed the data after stored. So we can red
uce the cloud space.
Key Words: Cloud Computing, Big Data, secure, inform
ation management, Cloud space.

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart grid information management usually involves thr
ee basic tasks: information gathering, information proces
sing, and information storing. For information gathering,
since smart grids have to collect information from hetero
geneous devices at different locations, the main research
challenge is to build efficient communication architectur
e. The main challenges of smart grids, however, are how
to manage different types of front-end intelligent devices
such as power assets and smart meters efficiently; and h
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ow to process a huge amount of data received from these
devices. Motivated by the previous work, in addition to t
his project, a design of Smart-Frame, a flexible, scalable,
and secure information management framework for sma
rt grids based on cloud computing technology. The basic
idea is to build the framework at three hierarchical level
s: top, regional, and end user levels in which the first two
levels consist of cloud computing centers while the last l
evel contains end-user smart devices. The top cloud com
puting center takes responsibility of managing general d
evices and accumulation of data across the regional clou
d computing centers which are placed in the lower level i
n the hierarchy. The regional cloud computing centers ar
e in turn in charge of managing intelligent devices, which
have lower hierarchical level than the regional cloud co
mputing centers in specific regions (e.g., within a city), a
nd processing data of these devices. In addition to this ge
neral framework, a security solution for the framework b
ased on identity-based encryption (IBE) and signature a
nd identity-based proxy re-encryption .Providing inform
ation security for smart grids is very important since mu
ch of the information in smart grids is sensitive and need
s to be strictly protected. Information leakage in smart gr
ids can lead to vulnerabilities that affect not only individ
uals but also the whole nation because leaked informatio
n can be used to launch attacks to both individuals and t
he whole smart (power) grids at the national level.
The main idea is to provide a security solution for
the Smart-Frame is to allow all the involved entities, i.e.,
top and regional cloud computing centers and end-users
to be represented by their identities which can be used as
encryption keys or signature verification keys. The
entities in the lower level can use the identities of higherlevel entities to encrypt their data for secure
communication with the entities in the higher level. For
example, the regional centers use the top cloud’s entity to
encrypt their messages. By employing an identity-based
re encryption scheme, the information storages, which
are components of regional clouds, can re-encrypt the
received confidential data from the end-user devices so
that services requested by the end-users decrypt and
process the confidential data without compromising the
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information storages’ private keys. One of the obvious
benefits gain from applying identity-based cryptography
to the Smart-Frame is that through using identities rather
than digital certificates which depend on traditional
public key infrastructure (PKI), it can save significant
amount
of
resources
for
computation
and
communications and resolve scalability issues. The saving
gained from the elimination of digital certificate in the big
data environment is especially momentous.






Smart grids, which provide only flexibility and
Scalability not fully, consider security features.
Not for a secure communication.
Confidential data is not prevent from
eavesdropping.
It does not consider the storage management as
well as the cloud space.

2.2 Proposed System
Since smart grids need to handle huge amount of data, it
is extremely important to manage information flows effic
iently. In the Smart-Frame, a centralized service to mana
ge information flows. This service takes inputs as both in
formation requests from service clusters and general sta
tistics (e.g., the amount of information, time of arrival) fr
om information storages. Using these inputs, the service
generates an information flow schedule, which specifies
Sources and destinations of information flows as well as
how they are processed (e.g., which specific operators ar
e applied on information flows and where they are appli
ed). Both information storages and services clusters nee
d to follow this schedule for execution. So our present S
mart grids, which provides not only flexibility and scalab
ility but also security features. Our proposed work is con
centrated for storage. The top cloud stored data for cloud
storage server on LZ compression technique which is us
ed to compressed the data after stored. So we can reduce
the cloud space.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we consider the existing system design an
d the proposed system.

2.1 Existing System
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Benefits:



Smart grid information management usually involves
three basic tasks: information gathering, information
processing, and information storing. A hierarchical
structure of cloud computing centers to provide different
types of computing services for information management
and big data analysis. But it does not consider the security.
Providing information security for smart grids is very
important since much of the information in smart grids is
sensitive and needs to be strictly protected. Information
leakage in smart grids can lead to vulnerabilities that
affect not only individuals but also the whole nation
because leaked information can be used to launch attacks
to both individuals and the whole smart (power) grids at
the national level. Due to their large-scale deployment,
smart grids suffer from several security vulnerabilities.
Since any security breach in smart grids may lead to a big
loss, there are initiatives to address security challenges in
this type of systems.
Problem Identified:

A design of Smart-Frame, a flexible, scalable, and secure
information management framework for smart grids
based on cloud computing technology. The basic idea is to
build the framework at three hierarchical levels: top,
regional, and end user levels in which the first two levels
consist of cloud computing centers while the last level
contains end-user smart devices. In addition to this
general framework, a security solution is provided for the
framework based on identity-based encryption (IBE) and
signature and identity-based proxy re-encryption. PKG is
a party that has responsibility and capacity of
maintaining the Smart-Frame usually at the national level
and its credential is fully trusted. Each entity will send
confidential data to the entity which is only one-level
higher. That is, the end-users send confidential data to the
entities in the regional cloud only. Similarly entities in the
regional cloud can send confidential data to the top cloud
only. The top cloud stored data for cloud storage server on
LZ compression technique which is used to compressed
the data after stored. So we can reduce the cloud space.






Smart grids, which provides not only flexibility
and scalability but also security features.
Provides Very secure communication services
for the Smart-Frame.
Identity-based cryptography could provide better
scalability for the system.
User
confidential
data
from
prevent
eavesdropping.
Simple identity-based management for data
confidentiality.
The top cloud stored data for cloud storage
server on LZ compression technique which is
used to compressed the data after stored. So we
can reduce the cloud space.

3. DESIGN CONSTRUCTION
This Section consists of the following module design to fo
rm the smart frame and their system architecture. These
are to be explained in this section.
3.1 Identity Validation
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The basic idea is to build the framework at three
hierarchical levels: top, regional, and end user. Levels in
which the first two levels consist of cloud computing
centers while the last level contains end-user smart
devices. The top cloud, regional cloud and end user for
send identity for Private Key generator. Validation for all
the identity on PKG.If it finished validation process
generate the master key and parameter for individual in
three levels. This parameter for send top cloud, regional
cloud and end user.
3.2 Private Key Generation for an each entity
The Master key, parameter and identity for combined
generate the Private Key for Top cloud, regional cloud and
End user. Also generate the private key for information
storage service for regional cloud. The extract the private
key for using private key extraction algorithm.
3.3 Encryption to Regional cloud

the Identity Based Encryption algorithm Encrypt with
parameter and the top cloud’s identity. The top cloud can
decrypt a received cipher text C to message M by running
the Identity Based Decryption algorithm Decrypt with the
private key KTC associated with the top cloud’s identity
and parameter.
3.6 System Architecture
System design is the process of defining the architecture,
components, modules, and data for a system to satisfy
specified requirements. One could see it as the
application of systems theory to product development.
There is some overlap with the disciplines of systems
analysis, systems architecture and systems engineering.
If the broader topic of product development blends the
perspective of marketing, design, and manufacturing into
a single approach to product development, then design is
the act of taking the marketing information and creating
the design of the product to be manufactured. System
design is therefore the process of defining and developing
systems to satisfy specified requirements of the user.

Each end-user can encrypt a message M into a cipher text
CIS by running the Identity Based Encryption algorithm
Encrypt with parameter and the identity of the Regional
cloud. Each regional cloud can decrypt a received cipher
text C to message M by running the Identity Based
decryption algorithm Decrypt with the private key KIS
associated with the regional cloud identity and parameter.

Top Cloud

Store Compressed Content

Cloud Storeage Server
(CSS)

LZ Compression Technique
Compress Data

Private Key
Generator(PKG)

3.4 Re-Encryption to Information Storage

Identity Based Encryption

The regional cloud information storage is maintained at
the several services. The example for ServiceA, ServiceB,
Etc., The end user encrypted message for storage in
different services. Before store the encrypted message
for re-encrypted. First it has generated the individual
private key for all the services. Example of providing its
own private key ServiceA, its identity of regional cloud
and the server A’s identity as input, the information
storage in the regional cloud generates a re-encryption
key RKIS->SerA.
 Reencrypt: The information storage in the
regional cloud re-encrypts the cipher text CIS
Using the re-encryption key RKIS->SerA, Identity
of regional cloud and SerA identity obtains a
cipher text CSerA.
 Decrypt Service: The serviceA decrypts CSerA
using its private key KSerA.

Private Key

Trusted Parity

Regional Cloud
Proxy Re-Encryption

Service

Send Identity

Identity Based Encryption

End User

End User

End User

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

3.5 Encryption to Top Cloud
Each information storage in the regional cloud can
encrypt a message M into a cipher text CTC by running
© 2016, IRJET
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Chart 1- Information Storage

5. CONCLUSION
Smart-Frame, a general framework for big data
information management in smart grids based on cloud
computing technology. The basic idea is to set up cloud
computing centers at three hierarchical levels to manage
information: top, regional, and end-user levels. While each
regional cloud center is in charge of processing and
managing regional data, the top cloud level provides a
global view of the framework. Additionally, in order to
support security for the framework, a security solution
based on identity-based cryptography and identity-based
proxy re-encryption. As a result, the framework achieves
not only scalability and flexibility but also security
features. A proof-of-concept for this framework with a
simple identity-based management for data confidentiality.
Also support proxy re-encryption for this framework.
Our proposed work is concentrate for storage. The top
cloud stored data for cloud storage server on LZ
compression technique used compressed the data and
after stored. So can reduce the cloud space.
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